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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #166 

The first six pages of this Blessed Hope are about the Utopian Plan of Prince Charles of 
Wales, aka the Antichrist of the Bible.  These words are the equivalent of the expanded 
or exploded detail aspects to what the Bible addresses in the Old Testament writings of 
Daniel the Prophet, and the Apostle John of Revelation.   
 
It is very similar to what takes place when Congress writes and passes a bill, once the 
bill is passed by a Congressional vote it then goes to a committee that writes the final 
form of legislation that becomes official law.  I watched closely this process back when 
the Obama administration pushed through the so-call Affordable Health Care Reform 
Act.  The actual legislation that became law differed in so many ways from the initial act 
that was passed by the Congress in 2010 and many said it was unrecognizable.   The 
final bill resulted in many physicians leaving their medical practice or selling their 
practice.  Physician practices had to invest in a government-required computer system 
that cost at the time around $50,000.  The details of the bill were set also up in a way 
that a carrot/stick incentive was implemented to get physicians onboard early or face 
penalties if they delayed getting onboard the government plan. 
 
So as you read the details lay out below, they are “human” side of what we find in the 
Bible regarding the events of Daniel 9:27 and the book of Revelation.  It is best that you 
have a good understanding of the prophecies revealed by Scripture as you attempt to 
wade through the “human” details of what transpires the rest of this year.   
 
The “Climate Change” agenda has been politicized for the purpose of imposing global 
control on the life of every human being.  Prince Charles is deluded or has been misled 
by his sources of science.  The fact is that NASA has kept from the public the truth 
about the source of “Climate Change”.  See an article I posted a few days ago at the 
link below: 
 
NASA admits Climate Change occurs because of changes in Earth's Solar Orbit, not 
because of SUVs and Fossil Fuels!      
 06/26/23 
 
 

http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/NASAADMITS.pdf
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/NASAADMITS.pdf
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The truth be known, humans have a very small role in this issue of climate change.  It is 
coming largely from the Earth’s Solar Orbital fluctuations over hundreds of years. 
 
That said, we move on in our explaining of what is just ahead, between now and 2030.  
Craig Bong lays this out for the reader to understand that this is the End Game for 
World Government just as the Bible foretold us! 

 
PREPARATIONS TO STRENGTHEN THE COVENANT 

By December 12, 2023, the World will Strengthen the Paris Climate Agreement for the 
Final Seven Years Through 2030 at COP28, Dubai, UAE.  [This is what President 
Trump took us out of when he was president, but put back by President Joe Biden.] 
 
These are the updates by the UN ahead of this event to keep you the reader informed 
on their progress on delivering the deal. 
 

THE ROADMAP AHEAD 
Climate finance roadmap finalized at Paris Climate Summit. The Summit for a New 
Global Financing Pact saw French President Macron host around 40 leaders, many 
from the Global South to debate changes to multilateral finance institutions. The 
discussions scored some notable wins that should tee up greater action before COP28, 
though some participants were disappointed with progress to address poorer states' 
debt. 
 
COP28: "Don’t need to wait for Global Stocktake to plan climate 
response". Attending the Africa Energy Forum in Nairobi, incoming COP28 President 
Sultan Al Jaber said: “We must lay the groundwork now ─ preparing for the highest 
possible ambition in the negotiated outcomes. We must complement whatever is 
decided inside the negotiations with an equally powerful action agenda outside the 
negotiating rooms… in the real world.” 
 

PEACE AND SECURITY 
Carnegie: How climate change will reshape economic statecraft. The Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace runs an analysis on the way the fight against 
climate change will fuel the emergence of new types of sanctions, tariffs, and export 
controls. In the author's view, in retaliation against these measures, China and Russia 
could weaponize access to critical minerals, posing a threat to U.S. national security. 
 
Policy brief: Climate security in Dutch international climate policy. The 
Clingendael Institute published a report focused on the implementation of 
climate security objectives. This would for example mean including security and conflict 
risk assessments in climate and resource interventions, expanding military capacity for 
humanitarian assistance and disaster response and reducing the carbon and resources 
footprint of humanitarian and military activities and missions. 
 
NATO and EU discuss impacts of climate change on peace and security. In the 
lead up to this year’s second annual NATO High-Level Dialogue on Climate Change 

https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/paris-climate-summit-gives-fresh-impetus-development-bank-reform-2023-06-23/?fbclid=IwAR0rw1jbdVgirRAxw8L1ON6r2_u9PApkIsv5G_q8EczUcE9Zcuwfl2gvn3I
https://www.zawya.com/en/special-coverage/cop-28-talking-climate-in-uae/cop28-dont-need-to-wait-for-global-stocktake-to-plan-climate-response-says-dr-sultan-al-jaber-kwzjzi2t?fbclid=IwAR3UYUbkyhELWbexXSRUlGm3zngNfrGdcjvV0EsdhxI4hWOsVDI8A9OVE18
https://www.zawya.com/en/special-coverage/cop-28-talking-climate-in-uae/cop28-dont-need-to-wait-for-global-stocktake-to-plan-climate-response-says-dr-sultan-al-jaber-kwzjzi2t?fbclid=IwAR3UYUbkyhELWbexXSRUlGm3zngNfrGdcjvV0EsdhxI4hWOsVDI8A9OVE18
https://carnegieendowment.org/2023/06/20/how-climate-change-will-reshape-economic-statecraft-pub-89978
https://www.clingendael.org/publication/climate-security-dutch-international-climate-policy
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/news_216225.htm?selectedLocale=en
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and Security at the Vilnius Summit and COP28 in Dubai, the EU and NATO will seek to 
identify opportunities to cooperate on new insights and operational information, 
including to measure greenhouse gas emissions from military activities and installations 
with the goal of reducing these emissions. 
 
Middle East Institute hosts virtual Climate Week: Looking Toward COP28. The 
institute will highlight a number of synergistic themes associated with climate change 
throughout this week, with a focus on the MENA region. Keynotes and presentations will 
emphasize water management and environmental sustainability, youth activism and 
climate engagement, the climate-security nexus, the energy transition and green 
circular economy. 
 

TO SAVE THE EARTH... 
Lacking land, Israel to cover its rooftops with solar panels. Israel will soon require 
all new non-residential buildings to have rooftop solar panels to help it meet renewable 
energy targets and the electricity demands of a fast-growing population. Although 
drenched in sunshine, Israel is too small to rely on traditional, land-intensive 
photovoltaic power plants. It is also unsuitable for wind power and lacks water for 
hydropower. 
 
WHO appoints Special Envoy for Climate Change and Health. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) announced the appointment of Dr. Vanessa Kerry as the first-ever 
Director-General Special Envoy for Climate Change and Health. Dr. Kerry, a renowned 
global health expert and medical doctor and CEO of Seed Global Health, will play a 
pivotal role in amplifying WHO's climate and health messaging and undertake high-level 
advocacy.  [Dr. Vanessa Kerry is the daughter of U.S. special representative John 
Kerry.] 
 

KING CHARLES LEADS THE WAY 
King Charles activates climate countdown clock with Mayor of London Sadiq 
Khan 
The climate clock has a countdown of six years and 24 days. 
Source:  https://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/london-charles-king-mayor-sadiq-
khan-climate-change-clock-paris-agreement-b1090902.html 
 
King Charles III held round-table talks at London's Guildhall with key leaders on climate 
action as part of the lead-up to the Cop28 summit that opens in the UAE in November. 
 
During London Climate Action Week, King Charles presided over the inauguration of 
a countdown clock marking the deadline set in the 2015 Paris Agreement to limit global 
temperature rises to less than 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. 
 
Dr. Sultan Al Jaber, UAE Minister of Industry and Advanced Technology and Cop28 
President-designate, also attended the event. 
 

https://mei.edu/events/mei-climate-week-2023-looking-toward-cop28
https://www.reuters.com/sustainability/climate-energy/lacking-land-israel-cover-its-rooftops-with-solar-panels-2023-06-20/
https://www.who.int/news/item/22-06-2023-dr-vanessa-kerry-appointed-as-who-director-general-special-envoy-for-climate-change-and-health?fbclid=IwAR0QNs4psqRIZOcUqt-Euvkv0MgmzXlw2MwXhKpKrH_AlH28XE31XQGaIbU
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/london-charles-king-mayor-sadiq-khan-climate-change-clock-paris-agreement-b1090902.html
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/london-charles-king-mayor-sadiq-khan-climate-change-clock-paris-agreement-b1090902.html
https://www.thenationalnews.com/climate/cop28/2023/06/28/sheikha-shamma-calls-for-borderless-fight-against-climate-crisis/
https://www.thenationalnews.com/climate/cop28/2023/06/28/sheikha-shamma-calls-for-borderless-fight-against-climate-crisis/
https://www.thenationalnews.com/world/uk-news/2023/06/28/king-charles-helps-unveils-climate-countdown-clock-at-london-summit/
https://www.thenationalnews.com/climate/cop28/2023/06/27/uaes-dr-sultan-al-jaber-agrees-on-closer-climate-co-operation-with-uk-ahead-of-cop28/
https://www.thenationalnews.com/world/uk-news/2023/05/02/dr-sultan-al-jaber-pushes-for-cop28-to-overcome-low-levels-of-global-climate-trust/
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The Climate Innovation Forum event with King Charles also included a private round-
table with representatives of governments, businesses and academia before the 
ceremony, which was attended by 1,500 delegates in the medieval Great Hall. 
As indicated prior to COP27 in 2022, King Charles will likely attend COP28 in Dubai, 
waiting for the close of the Global Stocktake to Confirm the Covenant as planned by 
way of his Terra Carta Mandate. The announcement of speakers will come in the 
coming weeks. 
 
Today King Charles announced the launch of the Astra Carta; a framework, and an 
ambition for the private sector to embrace the next frontier of sustainability in space. 
 
The Astra Carta builds on the foundation of the Terra Carta to shape a future of 
responsible and sustainable space exploration, development, and cooperation. Learn 
more:  https://www.sustainable-markets.org/news/the-launch-of-the-astra-carta/ 
 
“Confovere miraculis infinitis mundi” The Astra Carta’s motto – to care for the infinite 
wonders of the universe – defines the edge of the seal. The seal complements the 
same typography and has the St Edward’s Crown as does the Terra Carta seal . The 
structure is similarly defined by sacred geometry, overlaid with astronomical motion. 
The Earth is at the center, showing the Sun and annular eclipse of the Moon, with the 
transit of Mercury, dance of Venus and Mars. Symbolic constellations from the night sky 
in both the northern and southern hemispheres include Cepheus, Orion, Monoceros, 
Centaurus, Crux, Leo, and Charles’ Wain within Ursa Major, as well as the North Star. 
Deep space and the distant universe are represented by glimmering space dust and 
infinite blackness. 
 
PRESS RELEASE HERE:  https://www.sustainable-markets.org/news/the-launch-of-
the-astra-carta/ 
 

CELEBRATING THE KING 
Ahead of the return of the Terra Carta Design Lab later this year, King Charles' 
Sustainable Markets Initiative hosted a Creativity & Sustainability event at Goals House 
yesterday, bringing together voices from the design industry, media world and private 
sector to discuss the visionary and imaginative ways we can address the biggest threat 
modern society has ever faced. 
 
Greg Jackson, Octopus Energy CEO, Hani Asfour, Dubai Institute of Design and 
Innovation’s Vice President of Innovation, Jennifer Jordan-Saifi, MBA, SMI CEO, Lesley 
White, SMI COO, and Zad Rogers, Atomized’s Founder and Creative Director, came 
together to highlight the opportunity creativity offers to re-create and discover new 
paths, to inspire change to accelerate innovation and drive sustainable investment. 
 
The event also featured the winners of the 2021 Terra Carta Design Lab and the new 
film from RE:TV which celebrates 50 years of the King’s speeches. 
 
THE BIGGEST BASIC PROBLEM IS PEOPLE --- SO THESE PEOPLE SAY 

https://www.thenationalnews.com/world/uk-news/2023/06/28/space-sustainability-astra-carta/
https://www.sustainable-markets.org/news/the-launch-of-the-astra-carta/
https://www.sustainable-markets.org/terra-carta-seal/intro/?fbclid=IwAR1n_HMzgYXZsSRUCWYdkIxHgw28nI6DTsBsXkoDr0x9JNdJwpIT0OfMRzc
https://www.sustainable-markets.org/news/the-launch-of-the-astra-carta/
https://www.sustainable-markets.org/news/the-launch-of-the-astra-carta/
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THE KING'S VIDEO HERE: https://youtu.be/ciY7PmIJiCg 
The coming of the lawless one is according to the working of Satan, with all power, 
signs, and lying wonders, and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish, 
because they did not receive the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this 
reason God will send them strong delusion, that they should believe the lie, which they 
all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but had pleasure in 
unrighteousness. 
 

STAND FAST! REJECT THE LIE! 
Psalm 119:89-96  
89  Forever, O LORD, Your word is settled in heaven.  
90  Your faithfulness endures to all generations; You established the earth, and it 
abides.  
91  They continue this day according to Your ordinances, For all are Your 
servants.  
92  Unless Your law had been my delight, I would then have perished in my 
affliction.  
93  I will never forget Your precepts, For by them You have given me life.  
94  I am Yours, save me; For I have sought Your precepts.  
95  The wicked wait for me to destroy me, But I will consider Your testimonies.  
96  I have seen the consummation of all perfection, But Your commandment is 
exceedingly broad.  
 

 

https://youtu.be/ciY7PmIJiCg
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King Charles launched the Astra Carta today; a framework, and an ambition for the 
private sector to embrace the next frontier of sustainability in space. 
 
The Astra Carta builds on the foundation of the Terra Carta to shape a future of 
responsible and sustainable space exploration, development, and cooperation and 
proclaims him as King of the Universe. [The Terra Carta is built on the Magna Carta of 
King John of June 15, 1215 A.D.] 
 

 
 

How does this event fulfill Daniel 9:27 
 
Daniel 9:27  “Then he shall confirm a covenant with many for one week; But in the 
middle of the week He shall bring an end to sacrifice and offering. And on the 
wing of abominations shall be one who makes desolate, Even until the 
consummation, which is determined, Is poured out on the desolate."  
 
This verse unveils what will occur in the 70th seven years (which I believe is from Fall 
2023-2030). This seven-year period will begin after the Rapture of the church (which will 
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consummate God’s program in this present Age). The 70th “seven” will continue till the 
return of Jesus Christ to the earth. Because Jesus said this will be a time of “great 
distress” -(Matthew 24:21), this period is often called the Tribulation. 
 
A significant event that will mark the beginning of this seven-year period is the 
confirming of a covenant. This covenant will be made with many, that is, with Daniel’s 
people, the nation of Israel. “The ruler who will come” -(Daniel 9:26) will be this 
covenant-maker, for that person is the antecedent of the word he in Daniel 9:27. As a 
yet-future ruler he will be the final head of the fourth empire (the little horn of the fourth 
beast, Dan 7:8). 
 
The covenant he will make will evidently be a peace covenant, in which he will 
guarantee Israel’s safety in the land. This suggests that Israel will be in her land but will 
be unable to defend herself for she will have lost any support she may have had 
previously. Therefore she will need and welcome the peacemaking role of this head of 
the confederation of 10 European (Roman) nations. In offering this covenant, this ruler 
will pose as a prince of peace, and Israel will accept his authority. But then in the middle 
of that “seven,” after three and one-half years, he will break the covenant. According to 
Daniel 11:45, he will then move from Europe into the land of Israel.  
 
This ruler will end… sacrifice and offering. This expression refers to the entire Levitical 
system, which suggests that Israel will have restored that system in the first half of the 
70th “seven.” After this ruler gains worldwide political power, he will assume power in 
the religious realm as well and will cause the world to worship him -(2nd Thessalonians 
2:4; Revelation 13:8). To receive such worship, he will terminate all organized religions. 
Posing as the world’s rightful king and god and as Israel’s prince of peace, he will then 
turn against Israel and become her destroyer and defiler. 
 
Daniel was told that “the ruler who will come” -(Daniel 9:26) will place abominations 
on a wing of the temple. Christ referred to this incident: “You [will] see standing in the 
holy place the abomination that causes desolation” -(Matthew 24:15). John wrote 
that the false prophet will set up an image to this ruler and that the world will be 
compelled to worship it -(Revelation 13:14-15). But then his end will come (the end that 
is decreed is poured out on him). With his false prophet he will be cast into the lake of 
fire when Christ returns to the earth -(Revelation 19:20; cf. Daniel 7:11, Daniel 7:26). 
 
This covenant could not have been made or confirmed by Christ at His First Advent, as 
amillenarians teach, because:  
 
(a) His ministry did not last seven years,  
(b) His death did not stop sacrifices and offerings,  
(c) He did not set up “the abomination that causes desolation” -(Matthew 24:15).  
 
Amillenarians suggest that Christ confirmed (in the sense of fulfilling) the Abrahamic 
Covenant but the Gospels give no indication He did that in His First Advent. 
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As stated, the Antichrist will break his covenant with Israel at the beginning of the 
second half of the 70th “seven,” that is, it will be broken for three and one-half years. 
This is called “a time, times, and half a time” -(Daniel 7:25; Daniel 12:7; Revelation 
12:14). The fact that this is the same as the three and one-half years, which in turn are 
equated with 1,260 days -(Revelation 11:3; Revelation 12:6) and with 42 months 
(Revelation 11:2; Revelation 13:5), means that in Jewish reckoning each month has 30 
days and each year 360 days. This confirms the 360-day Jewish year used in the 
calculations in the chart, “The 483 Years in the Jewish and Gregorian Calendars” (near 
Daniel 9:26). Since the events in the 69 sevens -(Daniel 9:24-26) were fulfilled literally, 
the 70th “seven,” yet unfulfilled, must likewise be fulfilled literally. (Bible Knowledge 
Commentary~) 
 
Amillennialism teaches that the six references in Revelation 20 concerning a 1,000 year 
reign of Jesus Christ does not exist.  Amillennialism originated with Saint Augustine in 
the mid-fourth century AD.  It has been the dominant teaching of the Roman Catholic 
and Orthodox Catholic faiths.  It continued to be the dominant teaching of the early 
Protestant Reformation and today most mainline denominations unto the present hold 
this view.  In Blessed Hope #165, I elaborated on this erroneous view of interpretation of 
Scripture.  It came about through ignorance of the Greek Textus-Receptus. 
 
Relative to what the UN and Prince Charles plans over the short period left this year, a 
fellow pastor posted his remarks in an article posted on June 29, 2023.  Christian author 
Jonathan Brentner raised the issue of this being prophetically significant.    
 
 
Is the UN’s Proposed Seven-Year Plan Prophetically Significant? – Jonathan 
Brentner 
 - https://www.jonathanbrentner.com/https/jonathan-brentner-
g8fgsquarespacecom/config/2023/6/27/is-the-uns-proposed-seven-year-plan-
prophetically-significant 
  
The UN recently announced that they need “7 Years of Accelerated, Transformative 
Action to Achieve SDGs.” The SDGs are the seventeen “Sustainable Development 
Goals” that the UN put in place eight years ago through which they intend to establish a 
one-world government. 
  
Below is a quote from the UN’s website regarding the upcoming summit during which 
they hope the leaders of the world will commit to a seven-year initiative to achieve all 
their SDGs: 
  
“The SDG Summit, in September 2023, must signal a genuine turning point. It must 
mobilize the political commitment and breakthroughs our world desperately needs. It 
must deliver a rescue plan for people and planet.” 
  
At the center of this rescue plan, Heads of State and Government must recommit to 
seven years of accelerated, sustained, and transformative action, both nationally and 

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0018wLrvPPjbEw2UkaXlRW3gGQ8qnZ0nz9MOpxfX_XySrHPx8au990fZWvB0sIo1R1u6EuE03ckq_m6EPKVlGtduSB2UuwgYKcQeHFhsVE6bGhWDGh5Z279FEC9_bFM-93pjqIlYR_47Jywk0Roq0byB585yTRV3EO8F3n7Xzwu8_jTJzmrcVkVfdr5JrPMMchgIGOBpzuzbulyu-UcVXT56EQzbqP3E7Ps72hl9EGVmawbyIHizNRdpqNK1qNcddZHJTCJb6svvZp8siShSyl_uxbXUtqWyICcNWYslf2yISwPJzfaIV2gi3Z19gv1_9B6PQEQPRzlaPw=&c=KfAV0eOt0z3qDKcwJHVNL986LanFbCRwdS6-PDKyxR9jmor1Wq2XRg==&ch=_79P4v0FA93amMhruBVY8EL7rS314lUi-Z5hpmmR7CU66VOsWz-H5g==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0018wLrvPPjbEw2UkaXlRW3gGQ8qnZ0nz9MOpxfX_XySrHPx8au990fZWvB0sIo1R1u6EuE03ckq_m6EPKVlGtduSB2UuwgYKcQeHFhsVE6bGhWDGh5Z279FEC9_bFM-93pjqIlYR_47Jywk0Roq0byB585yTRV3EO8F3n7Xzwu8_jTJzmrcVkVfdr5JrPMMchgIGOBpzuzbulyu-UcVXT56EQzbqP3E7Ps72hl9EGVmawbyIHizNRdpqNK1qNcddZHJTCJb6svvZp8siShSyl_uxbXUtqWyICcNWYslf2yISwPJzfaIV2gi3Z19gv1_9B6PQEQPRzlaPw=&c=KfAV0eOt0z3qDKcwJHVNL986LanFbCRwdS6-PDKyxR9jmor1Wq2XRg==&ch=_79P4v0FA93amMhruBVY8EL7rS314lUi-Z5hpmmR7CU66VOsWz-H5g==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0018wLrvPPjbEw2UkaXlRW3gGQ8qnZ0nz9MOpxfX_XySrHPx8au990fZWvB0sIo1R1u6EuE03ckq_m6EPKVlGtduSB2UuwgYKcQeHFhsVE6bGhWDGh5Z279FEC9_bFM-93pjqIlYR_47Jywk0Roq0byB585yTRV3EO8F3n7Xzwu8_jTJzmrcVkVfdr5JrPMMchgIGOBpzuzbulyu-UcVXT56EQzbqP3E7Ps72hl9EGVmawbyIHizNRdpqNK1qNcddZHJTCJb6svvZp8siShSyl_uxbXUtqWyICcNWYslf2yISwPJzfaIV2gi3Z19gv1_9B6PQEQPRzlaPw=&c=KfAV0eOt0z3qDKcwJHVNL986LanFbCRwdS6-PDKyxR9jmor1Wq2XRg==&ch=_79P4v0FA93amMhruBVY8EL7rS314lUi-Z5hpmmR7CU66VOsWz-H5g==
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internationally, to deliver on the promise of the SDGs. Leaders can show their resolve 
by adopting an ambitious and forward-looking political declaration at the SDG Summit 
and presenting global and national commitments for SDG transformation. 
  
Is the fact that the globalists of our day are thinking in terms of “seven years” 
prophetically significant? 
  
Those who believe that the seventy weeks of Daniel 9:24-27 remain relevant for our day 
would answer “yes.” They teach that the last week of seven years, as the prophet 
describes in 9:27, awaits a future fulfillment. 
  
Those that deny the restoration of a kingdom for Israel won’t place any prophetic 
significance in the UN’s seven-year plan. That’s because they claim that Daniel’s 
prophecy of seventy weeks is no longer relevant because the church is now God’s 
kingdom on earth and thus there’s no seven-year Tribulation followed by Jesus’ 
thousand-year reign described in Revelation 20:1-10. 
  
Which position aligns with the words of Scripture? Let’s examine the evidence. 
  
HAVE ALL OF GOD’S PURPOSES FOR THE SEVENTY WEEKS OF DANIEL 9:24-27 
BEEN FULFILLED? 
  
In Daniel 9:24, the Lord revealed all that He intended to accomplish through His 
“people,” the Israelites, and His “holy city,” Jerusalem, during the seventy weeks: 
  
“Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city, to finish 
the transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for 
iniquity, and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision and 
prophecy, and to anoint the most Holy.” 
  
Has God achieved all His purposes for His people and city during this extended time? 
No, He has not. 
  
The Lord has not yet brought “everlasting righteousness” to the world. Yes, Jesus 
did atone for our sins upon the cross making “reconciliation for iniquity.” However, 
His purposes for the seventy weeks remain incomplete. God has not accomplished all 
these things through Israel and more specifically, through Jesus, His Son. 
  
Because some would argue that the Lord has brought “everlasting righteousness” to the 
world in a spiritual sense through the church, we must continue to examine the words of 
Daniel’s prophecy. 
  
WHAT DOES DANIEL SAY WILL HAPPEN TO THE TEMPLE DURING THE 
SEVENTIETH WEEK? 
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Daniel 9:27 tells us that at the midpoint of the last week, a future prince will desecrate a 
Jewish temple. 
  
“And he shall make a strong covenant with many for one week, and for half of the 
week he shall put an end to sacrifice and offering. And on the wing of 
abominations shall come one who makes desolate, until the decreed end is 
poured out on the desolator.” 
  
Has this defilement already happened, or does it await a future fulfillment? Some say 
that a Greek ruler named Antiochus Epiphanes fulfilled this prophecy on September 6, 
171 BC when he offered a pig as a sacrifice on the altar of the Jewish temple. But was 
this a precursor to Daniel 9:27 or its fulfillment? 
  
Those who have calculated the time of the first sixty-nine weeks of Daniel’s prophecy 
discover that this time period ended on the exact same day that Jesus’ rode 
triumphantly into Jerusalem, one week before He was “cutoff” fulfilling the words of 
Daniel 9:26. It’s illogical to say that the seventieth week occurred before the previous 
sixty-nine; that’s similar to saying the number twelve comes before the number five. 
  
Secondly, and most importantly, the Lord Himself said that Daniel’s seventieth week 
remained unfulfilled in His day, two hundred years after Antiochus defiled the Jewish 
temple. 
  
JESUS REFERRED TO THE TEMPLE DESECRATION WHEN TALKING ABOUT 
THE END OF THE AGE 
  
Jesus, in Matthew 24:15, referred to the fulfillment of Daniel 9:27 as a future event: 
  
So when you see the abomination of desolation spoken of by the prophet Daniel, 
standing in the holy place (let the reader understand). 
  
When asked about the end of the age and His return to the earth, Jesus’ mentioned 
Daniel’s prophecy of the desecration of the temple as a sign of these things. 
  
In AD 70, a Roman general named Titus destroyed the second Jewish Temple along 
with much of Jerusalem. This set off a persecution of the Jewish populace that resulted 
in the deaths of a great many. A great many pastors and Christians teachers/writers 
today claim that Titus fulfilled Daniel’s seventieth week as well as Jesus’ words in 
Matthew 24:15-20 at this time. 
  
However, is it credible to say that Titus fulfilled Daniel’s prophecy of the seventieth 
week? No, it’s not. It’s impossible that Titus could’ve been the desolator of the temple 
during the seventieth week of Daniel because the what the Apostle Paul said about him. 
  
PAUL PROPHESIED THAT JESUS WILL DESTROY THE DESOLATOR OF THE 
TEMPLE AT HIS SECOND COMING 
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 In 2nd Thessalonians 2:3-4, the Paul identifies the one who will desecrate the temple as 
the “man of lawlessness,” the one we refer to today as the “antichrist.” 
  
“Let no one deceive you in any way. For that day will not come, unless the 
rebellion comes first, and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the son of 
destruction, who opposes and exalts himself against every so-called god or 
object of worship, so that he takes his seat in the temple of God, proclaiming 
himself to be God.” 
  
The apostle tells us that the future desolator will blaspheme the Lord, sit in the “temple 
of God,” and “proclaim himself to be God.” This has to be the guy that the prophet 
talked about in Daniel 9:27 and that Jesus referred to in Matthew 24:15. Who else could 
it be? 
  
Paul then adds one detail about the one that will commit Daniel’s “abomination of 
desolation” at the halfway point of the seventieth week: 
  
“And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord Jesus will kill with the 
breath of his mouth and bring to nothing by the appearance of his coming.” (2nd  
Thessalonians 2:8) 
  
Jesus Himself will kill the future prince that desecrates the temple at His Second 
Coming. 
  
Unless one is prepared to argue that Jesus returned to the earth in AD 70 and killed the 
Roman general at that time, one cannot say that Titus fulfilled Daniel’s prophecy. 
  
If the words of Scripture matter, the events of Daniel 9:27 can’t reach fulfillment until the 
time just before the Second Coming because the Bible tells us that Jesus will kill the 
desolator of the temple at His return to the earth. 
  
THE APOSTLE JOHN WITNESSED THE DESOLATOR’S FUTURE DESTRUCTION 
  
Writing in about AD 95, John tells us that the coming beast, whom we identify as the 
antichrist, will open “its mouth to utter blasphemies against God, blaspheming his 
name and his dwelling” -(Revelation 13:6). This is the guy of Daniel’s prophecy (9:27) 
as well as the one Jesus referred to Matthew 24:15. He’s also the “man of 
lawlessness” of 2nd Thessalonians 2. Who else could it be? 
  
In Revelation 19:19-20, John provides an eyewitness of the future destruction of this 
future beast, the very one who will desecrate the Jewish temple at the midpoint of 
Daniel’s seventieth week: 
  
“And I saw the beast and the kings of the earth with their armies gathered to 
make war against him who was sitting on the horse and against his army. And the 
beast was captured, and with it the false prophet who in its presence had done 
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the signs by which he deceived those who had received the mark of the beast and 
those who worshiped its image. These two were thrown alive into the lake of fire 
that burns with sulfur.” 
  
Just as the Apostle Paul prophesied in 2nd Thessalonians 2:8, Jesus will destroy the 
“desolator” of Daniel 9:27 at His Second Coming. 
  
The seventieth week can’t be fulfilled until there’s again a temple in Jerusalem, the 
antichrist defiles it, and Jesus kills its desolator at His Second Coming. 
  
IRENAEUS (AD 130-202) REGARDED THE DESECRATION OF THE TEMPLE AS A 
FUTURE EVENT 
  
Irenaeus, an early church leader, bishop in Lyons, France, and prominent theologian, 
wrote ‘Against Heresies’ in AD 180 to combat the spread of Gnosticism. He was born in 
Smyrna and received his training in the faith from Polycarp, whom the Apostle John 
himself discipled personally .  
  
In ‘Against Heresies’, book 5, chapter 30, section 4, Irenaeus wrote these words: 
  
“But when the antichrist shall have devastated all things in this world, he will reign for 
three years and six months, and sit in the temple in Jerusalem; and then the Lord will 
come from heaven in the clouds, in the glory of the Father, sending this man and those 
who follow him into the lake of fire; but bringing in for the righteous times of the kingdo .” 
  
This quote is important for the following reasons: 
  

1. Irenaeus, writing 110 years after Titus destroyed the second temple, believed 
there would be a future temple in Jerusalem that the future antichrist would 
defile. 

2. Irenaeus said that the antichrist would “sit in the temple in Jerusalem” exactly as 
Paul said he would do in 2nd Thessalonians 2:4. 

3. Irenaeus also predicted that Jesus Himself would destroy the antichrist at His 
Second Coming, again just as Paul predicted. 

  
Although Irenaeus’ words are not Scripture, it’s highly significant that a respected 
second century AD theologian believed there would be a third temple in Jerusalem in 
which the still future antichrist would sit and defile. 
  
What’s most relevant for our discussion is that Irenaeus wrote these things at a time 
when both Israel and a temple in Jerusalem didn’t even exist. 
  
THERE MUST BE A FUTURE SEVENTIETH WEEK OF DANIEL FOR ISRAEL AND 
JERUSALEM 
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Let’s put together the biblical evidence for placing the desecration of the third temple in 
the future: 
  

1. Daniel predicted that a coming prince would put an end to temple sacrifices and 
commit abominations at the temple at the halfway point of the seventieth week of 
His prophecy -(Daniel 9:26-27). 

2. Jesus referred to Daniel’s desecration of the temple and placed it at the end of 
the age, as a sign of His return to the earth -(Matthew 24:3, 15). 

3. The Apostle Paul said that the Lord Himself will kill the desecrator of the temple 
at His Second Coming -(2nd Thessalonians 2:3-8). 

4. Writing in AD 95, the Apostle John wrote about a future “beast” who would 
blaspheme God and His dwelling, the temple -(Revelation 13:6). 

5. John witnessed the destruction of this beast, the antichrist, as the Lord allowed 
the apostle to see events related to His Second Coming -(Revelation 19:20). 

6. Since a key event in Daniel’s seventieth week of years has not yet occurred, the 
entire week must also await a future fulfillment. 

7. Since it’s true that the entire seventieth week of Daniel awaits a future fulfillment, 
then God’s purposes for the nation of Israel and Jerusalem must also remain in 
effect. 

  
So, is the UN’s seven-year initiative prophetically significant? Yes, it is! We must not 
overlook the fact that the globalists of our day are thinking in terms of a seven-year 
commitment to their objectives. This is relevant not only because the seventieth week of 
Daniel’s prophecy remains unfulfilled, but also because of the convergence of a great 
many signs pointing to the nearness of the seven-year Tribulation. These things should 
heighten our curiosity. 
  
Please know that I’m not predicting the Lord will return for us this year with the antichrist 
using the September UN meeting to put in place the seven-year covenant of Daniel 
9:27.  I realize we might not be quite that close to the Rapture. 
  
But what if we are? What if Jesus comes for us today, this week, this summer. 
  
Are you ready? 
 
As many Christian authors will attach such disclaimers to their writings, I am not 
reluctant to state from a mathematical statistical probability, the collective evidence by 
both Craig Bong and Jonathan Brentner in my mathematical way of analysis goes 
without need for being apologetic in their premises and conclusions.  I’m saying the 
Rapture is very close and I suggest specific dates we need to be watching! 
 
We are at a point now where we are seeing pushback against the plans of Prince 
Charles in his own country and those who act on behalf of him, such as Klaus Schwab, 
Bill Gates, John Kerry, and those who hope to be among the “in crowd!” 
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THE KING WHO EXALTS HIMSELF 
“The king will do as he pleases. He will exalt and magnify himself above every 
god and will say unheard-of things against the God of gods. He will be successful 
until the time of wrath is completed, for what has been determined must take 
place. He will show no regard for the gods of his ancestors or for the one desired 
by a woman, nor will he regard any god, but will exalt himself above them all."  -
(Daniel 11:36-37) 
 
The heraldic achievement here is very symbolic, showing the King's crown over all the 
Universe looking down upon Earth he supposedly protects. A similar symbolic heraldic 
achievement is seen with his Terra Carta, the kings' crown over all of creation on earth, 
for people, planet and nature. 
 

Sustainable Markets Initiative Launches Astra Carta 
 
Building Momentum for Space Sustainability in the Private Sector 
London, England: Today the Sustainable Markets Initiative launched the Astra Carta, a 
framework, and an ambition for the private sector to embrace the next frontier of 
sustainability in space. The Astra Carta builds on the foundation of the Terra Carta to 
shape a future of responsible and sustainable space exploration, development, and 
cooperation. It aims to serve as a roadmap for the global private sector to align their 
space-related activities with sustainability goals, approaches, and standards in 
partnership with governments, international organizations and other stakeholders. 
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The launch of the Astra Carta framework brings to reality a vision for space 
sustainability outlined by His Majesty King Charles III, in his previous role as Prince of 
Wales, at the Space Sustainability Summit in 2022. The Sustainable Markets Initiative 
led the development of the Astra Carta and today at a Space Sustainability reception at 
Buckingham Palace, The King unveiled the Astra Carta seal, designed by Sir Jony Ive 
and is a visual representation of the ambitions of the Astra Carta. 
 
“Inspired by His Majesty’s vision, the Astra Carta is a collective call to action that seeks 
to unite the public and private sectors and other stakeholders in a shared commitment 
to the responsible and sustainable use of outer space. As we embark on this journey we 
remember to preserve and protect our origins on Earth. Inspired by the Terra Carta, 
which continues to chart a path towards a more sustainable future for Nature, People 
and Planet, this transformative framework extends those principles to the realms 
beyond our world. The Astra Carta harnesses the power of collective will, curiosity, 
scientific discovery, sustainability, and ethical stewardship to guide us in this new 
frontier of possibilities.” said Jennifer Jordan Saifi, Chief Executive Officer, Sustainable 
Markets Initiative. “This means placing sustainability at the centre of all that we do 
across the space value chain.” 
 
The Astra Carta’s framework - similar to the Sustainable Markets Initiative’s Terra Carta 
- aims to convene the private sector in creating an ambition and momentum in 
advancing and accelerating sustainable technology and business models. It also 
recognizes the unique role that space can play in creating sustainable Earth and the 
need for space-related industries to consider environmental and sustainability impacts 
both on and beyond our planet. Its ambition encourages a focus on placing 
sustainability at the core of space activity. 
 
A zero draft of the Astra Carta was released for global consultation. It was created with 
input and inspiration from space and industry experts, of which Colonel Chris Hadfield, 
former Canadian astronaut and commander of the International Space Station 
consulted on the creation of the Astra Carta framework. 
 
“The Astra Carta creates an opportunity to align private sector and other stakeholders 
with an ambition to place sustainability at the heart of the space industry. Whether its 
executing activity in the most sustainable way or leveraging all that space has to offer 
for sustainability here on Earth, the Sustainable Markets Initiative’s Astra Carta is a call 
to action and convenes those best placed to contribute,” said Hadfield. 
 
The Astra Carta framework is visually articulated through the Astra Carta seal, which 
was designed by Sir Jony Ive and his collective team at LoveFrom. The Astra Carta seal 
design complements the Sustainable Market Initiative’s Terra Carta seal which Sir Jony 
Ive and team designed in 2021. 
 
“We were fascinated by the celestial rhythms that were illuminated during this design 
process, and how they are profoundly connected to the patterns of life on Earth,” said 
Sir Jony Ive. “This feels a crucial time to do more to protect the natural universe in the 
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broadest sense, and we are deeply honored to have been able to contribute to this 
important and pioneering project.” 
 
The Astra Carta’s motto – to care for the infinite wonders of the universe – defines the 
edge of the seal. The seal complements the same typography and has the St Edward’s 
Crown as does the Terra Carta seal . The structure is similarly defined by sacred 
geometry, overlaid with astronomical motion. The Earth is at the centre, showing the 
Sun and annular eclipse of the Moon, with the transit of Mercury, dance of Venus and 
Mars. Symbolic constellations from the night sky in both the northern and southern 
hemispheres include Cepheus, Orion, Monoceros, Centaurus, Crux, Leo, and Charles’ 
Wain within Ursa Major, as well as the North Star. Deep space and the distant universe 
are represented by glimmering space dust and infinite blackness. 
 

 
 
LoveFrom’s references included astronomical charts, astrophotography, and 
constellation maps. Every element is designed to reinforce the aspiration and authority 
of the Astra Carta, as well as the sense of awe at the universe it seeks to protect. 
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King Charles is on top of the pyramid scheme of Freemasonry. That means he is of the 
highest order---the Order of the Garter. 
 
In world-wide Scottish Rite Freemasonry, all Grand Lodges and members of the 30th-
33rd Degrees are sworn to loyal obedience to the Order of the Garter, the equivalent to 
Papal Authority. In the U.S. there is a Grand Lodge for each State. In Albert Pike’s 
Handbook for Masons, ‘Morals and Dogma’, which contains the rites and rituals of the 
various degrees of the Scottish Rites of 33rd Degree Masonry, it reveals who 
Freemasons worship.  In the rites and rituals for the 19th degree, the brother Mason 
is told that he worships Lucifer and not Adonay of the Bible.  
 
The apostle Paul tells us that Satan masquerades as an angel of light: 
 
“And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light” (2nd  
Corinthians 11:14). 
 
One example of this masquerading is the culture of secret societies that claim to have 
illumination or light but are in fact full of darkness. Their Gnostic teaching inverts the 
truth, making Satan the god and God the enemy. The following sources attest to the fact 
that Freemasonry is Luciferian: 
 
Occultist and author Manly Palmer Hall: 
“When the Mason learns that the key to the warrior on the block is the proper 
application of the dynamo of living power, he has learned the mystery of his Craft. The 
seething energies of Lucifer are in his hands and before he may step onward and 
upward, he must prove his ability to properly apply energy” (emphasis added).i 
 
“I hereby promise the Great Spirit Lucifuge, Prince of Demons, that each year I will bring 
unto him a human soul to do with as it may please him, and in return Lucifuge promises 
to bestow upon me the treasures of the earth and fulfill my every desire for the length of 
my natural life. If I fail to bring him each year the offering specified above, then my own 
soul shall be forfeit to him”. Signed...{Invocant signs pact with his own blood}.ii 
 
Eliphas Levi: 
“What is more absurd and more impious than to attribute the name of Lucifer to the 
devil, that is, to personified evil. The intellectual Lucifer is the spirit of intelligence and 
love; it is the paraclete [an advocate]; it is the Holy Spirit, where the physical Lucifer is 
the great angel of universal magnetism”.iii 
 
Albert Pike, 33-degree Freemason and author of Morals and Dogma: 
“Lucifer, the Light-Bearer! Strange and mysterious name to give to the Spirit of 
Darkness! Lucifer, the Son of the Morning! Is it he who bears the light, and with its 
splendors intolerable blinds feeble, sensual or selfish Souls? Doubt it not!”iv 
 
“The devil is the personification of Atheism or Idolatry. For the Initiates, this is not a 
Person, but a Force, created for good, but which may serve for evil. It is the instrument 
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of Liberty or Free Will. They represent this Force, which presides over the physical 
generation, under the mythological and horned form of the God Pan; thence came the 
he-goat of the Sabbat, brother of the Ancient Serpent, and the Light-bearer or 
Phosphor, of which the poets have made the false Lucifer of the legend”.v 
 
“The true name of Satan, the Kabalists say, is Yahweh (GOD) reversed; for Satan is not 
a black god, but a negation of God...the Kabala imagined Him to be a "most occult 
light."vi 
 
“That which we must say to a crowd is—We worship a God, but it is the God that one 
adores without superstition. To you, Sovereign Grand Inspectors General, we say this, 
that you may repeat it to the Brethren of the 32nd, 31st, and 30th degrees—The Masonic 
Religion should be, by all of us initates of the high degrees, maintained in the purity of 
the Luciferian Doctrine. If Lucifer were not God, would Adonay whose deeds prove his 
cruelty, perdify and hatred of man, barbarism and repulsion for science, would Adonay 
and his priests, calumniate him? Yes, Lucifer is God, and unfortunately Adonay is also 
god. For the eternal law is that there is no light without shade, no beauty without 
ugliness, no white without black, for the absolute can only exist as two gods: darkness 
being necessary to the statue, and the brake to the locomotive. Thus, the doctrine of 
Satanism is a heresy; and the true and pure philosophical religion is the belief in Lucifer, 
the equal of Adonay; but Lucifer, God of Light and God of Good, is struggling for 
humanity against Adonay, the God of Darkness and Evil”.vii 
 
Arthur Edward Waite, 33-degree Freemason 
“First Conjuration Addressed to Emperor Lucifer. Emperor Lucifer, Master and Prince of 
Rebellious Spirits, I adjure thee to leave thine abode, in whatsoever quarter of the world 
it may be situated and come hither to communicate with me...I command and adjure 
thee, Emperor Lucifer, as the representative of the mighty living God, and by the power 
of Emanuel, His only Son..”.viii 
 
References: 
i. Manly Palmer Hall, ‘The Fellow Craft,’ The Lost Keys of Freemasonry’ (Richmond, 
Virginia: Macoy Publishing, 1931). 
 
ii. Manly Palmer Hall, ‘The Secret Teaching Of All Ages’: pg. 65. 
 
iii. Eliphas Levi, as quoted in Arthur Edward Waite, ‘The Mysteries of Magic: A Digest of 
the Writings of Eliphas Levi’ (London: 1886): pg. 428. 
 
iv. Albert Pike, ‘Morals and Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of 
Freemasonry Prepared for the Supreme Council of the Thirty-Third Degree,’ for the 
Southern Jurisdiction of the United States, and Published by Its Authority (Richmond, 
Virginia: L.H. Jenkins, 1871, Reprinted 1944): pg. 321. 
 
v. Ibid: 102. 
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vi. Ibid: 102, 704. 
vii. Albert Pike, ‘Instructions to the 23 Supreme Councils of the World’ (July 14, 1889), 
as recorded by Abel Clarin de La Rive, La Femme et l'Enfant dans la Franc-maçonnerie 
Universelle (1894): pg. 588. 
 
viii. Arthur Edward Waite, ‘The Book Of Black Magic’ (Weiser Books, 2004): pgs. 244-
245. 
 
In 1st John 4:1, we see this command to all Christians: "Beloved, believe not every 
spirit, but try (test) the spirits whether they are of God: because many false 
prophets are gone out into the world."  Thus we see that any religious teaching that 
does not conform to Scripture is from a "false prophet". 
 
This exercise is not an empty one, for your eternal, precious soul is at stake. Finally, 
remember two things about Masonry: 1) Superior Masons deliberately lie to their fellow 
Masons, as those Masons "deserve to be misled"; 2) Explanations given to 95% of all 
Masons are wrong. Listen to this quote from a Masonic author, Carl Claudy: "Cut 
through the outer shell and find a meaning; cut through that meaning and find another; 
under it, if you dig deep enough, you may find a third, a fourth -- who shall say how 
many teachings?" You have been lied to, as we demonstrate in our many articles.  
Finally, remember Albert Pike's bold assertion in Morals & Dogma, that "Masonry is 
identical to the ancient Mysteries", which means that all their teachings in all their books 
are precisely the same as the Ancient, Pagan, Satanic Mysteries! [pg. 624, teachings of 
the 28th Degree] 
 
In several segments of my Blessed Hope series I have shown the irrefutable evidence 
to the fact that Prince Charles of Wales, Head of the Order of the Garter, is the Biblical 
false messiah, also known as “THE ANTICHRIST”.   
 
The public has been led to believe the Masonic Order is a fraternity that does good 
works for their community, but in secret, at the upper ranks, they connive and conjure a 
different agenda.  They are heavily represented in the ranks of law enforcement, the 
courts, and judicial system, which empower the political world of governments world-
wide.  An example of how this power is applied can be seen in New England fishermen 
that follows.  Most world leaders are higher-degree Freemasons, but often in secret! 
 
New England fishermen are facing growing regulations—from the amount of fish they 
are allowed to catch to large sections of ocean they can no longer work because of 
“offshore wind development.”  
 
“The New England fishermen are the most regulated fishermen in the world,” Jerry 
Leeman says. Leeman has been fishing in Maine his entire life. His father, grandfather, 
and great-grandfather were all fishermen.  
 
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration collects data and determines 
how much of a certain kind of fish the fishermen are allowed to process, Leeman says, 
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but the limits have been so greatly reduced in some categories of fish that it is “making 
it so unviable for us to even make a profit.” 
 
Its forcing boats either out of the industry or forcing them to lease their quota just to 
make ends meet. 
 
Federal regulations have now reduced the amount of haddock landings for commercial 
fishermen by more than 80%, Leeman said.   
 
“The reduction in fish that fishermen are allowed to catch and “offshore wind 
development,” which is taking over “just under 10 million acres” of ocean, prompted 
Leeman, along with fisherman Dustin Delano, to create the New England Fishermen’s 
Stewardship Association to advocate for the region’s fishermen.”  
 
The association launched in May to “keep the resource viable for our heritage, for the 
next generation to be able to process a resource for the U.S. consumer,” Leeman says. 
If something doesn’t change, Leeman says, America will be further “dependent on other 
nations to feed us with protein resources.”  
 
Leeman and Delano join “The Daily Signal Podcast” to explain how New England 
fishermen are being regulated out of their industry, and what they are doing to preserve 
commercial fishing for the next generation of New Englanders. 
 
Milan Adams writing for the ‘Lew Rockwell Report’ reminds us important words from the 
Prophet Isaiah.  The prophet Isaiah warns us that in the last days God is going to “turn 
the world upside down.” He declares, “Behold, the Lord maketh the earth empty, 
and maketh it waste, and turneth it upside down” -(Isaiah 24:1). 
 
According to this prophecy, sudden judgment is coming upon the earth, and it will 
change everything in a single hour. Within that short span, the whole world will witness 
fast-falling destruction upon a city and a nation, and the world will never be the same. 
 
If you are attached to material things — if you love this world and the things of it — you 
won’t want to hear what Isaiah has prophesied. In fact, even to the most righteous of 
God’s people, what Isaiah says might seem unthinkable. Many would surely ask, “How 
can an entire world be stricken in one hour?” 
 
If we didn’t believe the Bible is God’s pure Word, few of us would take Isaiah’s prophecy 
seriously. But Scripture makes it clear: in a single hour, the world is going to change. 
The church is going to change. And every individual on earth is going to change. 
 
The apostle John gives a similar warning in Revelation. He speaks of destructive 
judgment coming upon a city and nation: “In one day, death, and mourning, and 
famine; and she shall be utterly burned with fire: for strong is the Lord God who 
judgeth her…. For in one hour so great riches is come to nought” -(Revelation 
18:8, 17). 
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In Isaiah’s prophecy, the city under judgment is cast into confusion. Every house is shut 
up, with no one coming or going. “The city of confusion is broken down: every 
house is shut up, that no man may come in” -(Isaiah 24:10). The entire city is left 
desolate: “In the city is left desolation, and the gate is smitten with destruction” -
(24:12). All entrances and exits to the city are gone. The passage indicates that a fire 
has come, a blast that has shaken the very foundations of the earth (see 24:6). 
 
We who live in New York City know something about this kind of scene. When the Twin 
Towers were attacked, the ominous fires and smoke could be seen ascending to 
heaven for miles. Recently, New Yorkers panicked as a mass of steam erupted from 
below a city street. People ran in all directions screaming, “Is this it? Is this the end-all 
attack?” 
 
Today, multitudes of secular prophets are saying a nuclear attack is inevitable. The 
target they mention most often is New York, but it could happen in any major city: 
London, Paris, Tel Aviv, Washington. Neither Isaiah nor John names the city upon 
which destructive judgment falls.  I don’t intend this message to frighten anyone. 
 
Let me make clear at this point: I don’t intend this message to frighten anyone. Paul tells 
us that as disciples of Jesus Christ, we have already passed from death into life. We 
who call on Jesus as Lord should be confident that no matter what happens in this 
world, his shed blood saves and redeems us. 
 
Therefore, we are not to fear any newscast, but rather to be attentive to what the Lord is 
doing in the world. Like many people, I hear grievous reports that make me want to tune 
everything out. But the truth is, God moves in the midst of such times, and through them 
he speaks warnings to all who would hear his voice.  Isaiah’s prophecy points clearly to 
our generation. 
 
I believe, along with many eminent Bible scholars, that Isaiah’s prophecy points to the 
last days. By that, I mean our present time. In short, sudden judgment is coming, and 
Scripture strongly indicates it is now at the door. 
 
At this point you may be wondering: “How can we be sure we’re the generation this 
prophecy points to?” We can know by two reasons that such judgments are imminent: 
 
1. A growing number of prophets warn of an apocalyptic disaster at the door. When I 
use the word “prophets,” I speak not just of those in the church. I’m talking also about 
“secular prophets.” 
 
There are several precedents for secular prophets in Scripture. God used Assyria as his 
rod of correction with Israel. And he appointed King Cyrus as his servant to assist Israel: 
“(The Lord) saith of Cyrus, He is my shepherd, and shall perform all my pleasure” 
(Isaiah 44:28). 
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Likewise today, God uses secular prophets to send warnings. These become “his 
prophets” for a season. And their prophecies can be harder than those delivered by 
believers. The message I’m writing here is mild compared to the prophecies being 
delivered by all manner of secular voices. Just check your newspaper or radio reports. 
 
“Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his 
servants the prophets” -(Amos 3:7). 
 
2. Sudden destruction comes when the cup of violence overflows. Sensuality, 
perversion and greed are running rampant throughout our society. Yet, when God sent 
the Flood upon the earth, it was because of a worldwide eruption of violence: “The earth 
also was corrupt before God, and the earth was filled with violence” -(Genesis 6:11). 
 
Right now, there are numerous wars and bloody uprisings taking place around the 
globe. Yet foremost in my mind is the violence being waged against children worldwide: 
 
I think of the sexual violence of pedophiles. Children all over the world are being raped, 
kidnapped and forced into enslavement in the global sex trade. Recently, a pedophile in 
the U.S. was discovered running a web site that advises other pedophiles on the easiest 
places to pick up children. There is no law in place to stop this man. The world’s largest 
church denomination has spent hundreds of millions of dollars to settle the claims of 
those who were molested in childhood by clergy. Tell me, how long will God endure the 
pitiful cries of children who are molested by those who would represent Christ? 
 
Thousands of children in Africa are being slaughtered in tribal wars, hacked to death by 
machetes. Young boys — even those under ten years of age — are enlisted into tribal 
militias and forced to murder men in initiation rites. 
 
Here in the U.S., the blood of millions of aborted babies cries out from the ground. 
Reports of school murders no longer shock many of us but continue to terrorize our 
children. We may grow hardened to such reports, but God’s heart is grieved by them. 
 
I tell you, there is no worse violence than the brutalizing of children. Heaven is crying 
out, “Woe, woe! Your judgments have no cure.” 1. In one hour, God is going to 
change the whole world. 
 
A sudden cataclysmic event will strike, the first of the final judgments of God. This great 
event will cause the earth to reel. And Isaiah says that when it hits, there will be no 
place to escape: “The lofty [proud] city, he layeth it low…even to the ground; he 
bringeth it even to the dust” (Isaiah 26:5). “The inhabitants of the earth are 
burned” (24:6). 
 
Once this happens, utter chaos will erupt. All civic activities will stop, and society will 
descend into massive disorder. Government agencies will be helpless to restore any 
kind of sanity. No state troopers, no national guard, no army will be able to bring order 
to the upheaval. 
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You well remember that when the Twin Towers were destroyed, help poured into New 
York from all over the world. An army of people came to assist in whatever way they 
could. But the scene in Isaiah’s prophecy is different: this calamity is clearly beyond 
humankind’s capacity to respond. 
  
Presidential prodigal son Hunter Biden's transparently sweetheart plea deal 
consummated with his daddy's Justice Department encapsulates, in many ways, the 
two-tiered system of justice that conservatives have been decrying at least since then-
FBI Director James Comey let then-presidential candidate Hillary Clinton off scot-free 
for her infamous email server because, in his words, "no reasonable prosecutor" would 
have brought the case. After a five-year Department of Justice criminal probe, which 
was rocked in recent months by an IRS whistleblower coming forward to sound the 
alarm on the feds' all-too-predictable kid-gloves treatment of Hunter, the ex-crack addict 
and foreign influence-peddler will escape jail time and avoid any punishment at all 
(other than a two-year probation period) for having brazenly lied on a federal firearms 
background check form.  We no longer live in a Republic, but rather a Tyrannical regime 
that wants to further enslave every man, woman, and child.  The U.S. has become no 
better than Venezuela. 
 
E. Jeffrey Ludwig in a recent article attacking the false and selfish values of the World 
Economic Forum and Agenda 2030 of the United Nations, three of the five pillars of 
Agenda 2030 were revealed as ideological nothing-burgers.  All five terms by which 
Agenda 2030 is introduced are rhetorical devices used to say nothing but, at the same 
time, to imply that high-mindedness is the seed of the conception of Agenda 2030. 
 
The five terms are People, Planet, Peace, Prosperity, and Partnership.  The first three 
were mocked and debunked already.  This outraged rejection of the U.N.'s plans will 
now expose the superficiality and vapidity of their ideas of Prosperity and Partnership. 
 
The goal of Prosperity is, incredibly, summed up in one sentence: 
"We are determined to ensure that all human beings can enjoy prosperous and fulfilling 
lives and that economic, social and technological progress occurs in harmony with 
nature."  Saying prosperity means to "enjoy prosperous ... lives" is a circular definition at 
best.  What is happiness?  Answer: To be happy is to have a happy life.  Is any reader 
edified by this, or is this English usage that should have been put beyond one's written 
repertoire by the end of seventh grade?  
 
Then they become more "expansive" and state a partiality toward "economic, social and 
technological progress."  Yet the globalists consistently communicate the view that 
economic, social, and technological progress occurring since the Industrial Revolution 
began, and since Western civilization brought these forms of progress into the world, is 
a mask for oppression of peoples.  This oppression throughout the world includes but is 
not limited to women, "people of color," homosexuals, transsexuals, queer persons who 
have erotic tendencies that cannot be captured in any rubric, various parts of the animal 
and aquatic kingdoms, and poor people in general who have not benefited from 

https://www.americanthinker.com/author/e_jeffrey_ludwig/
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2023/06/the_world_economic_forum_and_un_agenda_2030.html
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progress as much as they should have.  To read their tirades is to believe that nature 
itself is collapsing under our colossal mismanagement of the world's resources. 
 
Of course, "abortion rights" are essential for this anti-human one-world government 
crowd because of women's health, but also because over-population is draining our 
resources.  Under Karl Marx's labor theory of value, the working poor should have 
reaped the greatest share of the profits of industrialization but were exploited and did 
not receive their due. 
 
Notice that the one-sentence definition of prosperity does not say that prosperity should 
occur in harmony with democratic or republican values such as rights or life or liberty.  It 
does not say that they should be in harmony with classical rationality and logic à 
la Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle.  It does not say they should be in harmony with Judeo-
Christian morality or belief in an omniscient, omnipresent, or omnipotent God, Creator of 
the Universe.  No, the prosperity machine should be "in harmony with nature."  "Nature" 
will decide our destiny.  "Nature" created "the land of the free and the home of the 
brave."  They force-feed this pap to an ignorant — or, to be kind, naïve — world. 
   
Here, the attraction of certain successful persons to the ideas of Friedrich Nietzsche 
regarding the "übermenschen" (super-men) is crucial.  The supermen appear as 
advanced products of a morally evolved society.  Influenced by Nietzsche's 
understanding of the "transvaluation of values," where what has been considered good 
is bad, and vice-versa, democratic and nationalistic values, particularly those related to 
Greek rationality and Judeo-Christian morals, should be set aside.  A new type of 
person must rule, and rule on a global scale. 
 
The "new person" supposedly will usher in this new type of prosperity.  The new 
prosperity will not be restrained by past boundaries or morals or rationality.  Instead, the 
world government elite will deliver goods and services under an impulse of unfettered 
lust for wealth (masquerading as "meeting needs"), and that unfettered urge for wealth 
will be enforced by a New World Order, a World Government that is portrayed by them 
as truly free (sic). 
 
The second term in Agenda 2030 that we need to identify and reject is the word 
"Partnership."  Partnership is defined this way: "We are determined to mobilize the 
means required to implement this Agenda through a revitalized Global Partnership for 
Sustainable Development, based on a spirit of strengthened global solidarity, focused in 
particular on the needs of the poorest and most vulnerable and with the participation of 
all countries, all stakeholders and all people." 
 
This wordy definition is a restatement of the Marxist principle "from each according to 
his ability, to each according to his need."  Putting aside the sexism implicit in the use of 
the possessive pronoun "his" (please forgive the sarcasm), this emphasis on needs in 
Agenda 2030 replaces the emphasis on rights that was central to the U.N.'s Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, which appeared as a founding document in 1948.  In that 
document, the word "rights" appeared in almost every section, whereas in Agenda 

https://focus2030.org/Where-do-abortion-rights-stand-in-the-world-in-2023
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2030, the word "rights" appears only once, in Section 19 of 91 sections and 17 
principles.   
 

 
 
This writer would suggest that global governance to "meet needs" is the updated 
counterpart of soviets ("workers' councils") to meet needs under communist 
theory.  However, as we know, communist theory allows for a dictatorship of the 
proletariat prior to the advent of workers' councils because the dictatorship will help 
prepare the people for the supposedly greater meeting of needs and greater freedom 
that they will enjoy under workers' councils.  Workers' councils will provide a refreshing 
alternative to capitalist oligarchies that deprive people of the true benefits of their labor. 
 
Meanwhile, the poor never had it as good as they have had their lives under capitalism, 
but don't worry: that happiness is just an illusion that will be revealed once the new 
communist government is established.  In parallel fashion, the capitalism that enhances 
and works with the nation-state concept leads to wars, which undermine the joy and 
prosperity of the world.  Under a one-world government, wars will come to an end, 
because the benefits of a uniform world law will dilute the inherent competitiveness of 
capitalist nation-states, and thereby reinforce peace — peace among men and peace 
with nature.  At the same time, the U.N., which supposedly exists to advance world 
cooperation and peace has not been able to do more than pass a pitiful 
resolution against the war in the Ukraine. 
 
We have considered two of the five horribly deceptive terms put forward to inspire 
readers as they begin to study Agenda 2030.  One of my goals is to tear the mask of 
words off the horrible face of world government.  It is a face of greed and lust for power 
rarely seen since the creation of the world. 
 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2023/02/1133847#:~:text=The%20resolution%20reaffirmed%20the%20Assembly%27s,extending%20to%20its%20territorial%20waters.
https://news.un.org/en/story/2023/02/1133847#:~:text=The%20resolution%20reaffirmed%20the%20Assembly%27s,extending%20to%20its%20territorial%20waters.
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Any Bible prophecy student worth their salt knows the Tribulation begins with a 7-Year 
Peace Treaty. We obviously don't know if this is THE 7-year peace agreement, but it 
could be since it has all the earmarks of what Daniel says: 
 
“And he will make a firm covenant with the many for one week” (7 years), -Daniel 
9:27.   
 

 
In another report on Tuesday, June 27th, 2023, a Russian government passenger 
aircraft has flown to Washington DC, Houston, and Chicago to remove Russian 
diplomats from America and transport them back to Moscow. Great Britain’s iNews 
reported that the Russian airliner is part of the Kremlin’s special flight squadron used to 
transport Vladimir Putin and important Russian government officials. 
 
According to iNews, the flight departed Moscow at 9:27 GMT on Tuesday and took an 
obscure route avoiding EU airspace. A U.S. State Department spokesperson confirmed 
to iNews that the flight’s purpose was to bring Russian diplomats in America back to 
Russia.  The implications of this for the woke generation, when a nation is prepared to 
go to war, it withdraws its ambassadors and diplomatic corp.   
 
The late Dr. Chuck Missler once associated the Rapture of the Church as God removing 
His ambassadors here on Earth, bringing them home before a nuclear war breaks out 
between Russia, China, North Korea against NATO and the U.S.   
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This is a ‘Must View’ video of Prince Charles coming plan to change the world: 
 

Something Terrifying is Coming from the Middle East in 2023 
 
This hour long video reveals how close we are to the “Seven” year period the 
Bible refers to as Daniel’s 70th Week Prophecy or the Tribulation!   The Rapture 
will take place prior to the beginning of this fulfillment of Prince Charles signing 
of and the fulfillment of Daniel 9:27! 
 
“And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one week: and in the midst of 
the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, and for the 
overspreading of abominations he shall make it desolate, even until the 
consummation, and that determined shall be poured upon the desolate.”  -(Daniel 
9:27).  How much more explicit could God be in telling us when Jesus Christ “Raptures 
the Bride” home???? 
 
 
Are you ready for the global CBDC the powers that be are readying to implement?   July 
26th at 2 PM you will find out how it affects ALL U.S. citizens.  More below on this plan. 
It will hurt savers, those who put their money in the banks. 
 
Based upon what we have learned from Craig Bong’s video above, we can narrow 
the time frame down to between now and September 15th -16th.   
 
The “Key” days are: 9th of Av on July 26th and Rosh HaShanah on September 15th.  
 

  Days to July 26th as of 6/30/23 – 26 Days 
  Days to September 15th as of 6/30/23 – 77 Days 

 

Interestingly so, July 26th has another reason for our concern.  The 
Federal Reserve System has 110 banks signed on to a new program 
to replace our dollars, with the immediate implication of a U.S. Dollar 
recall on July 26th.  In fact, at 2 P.M. on July 26th the White House, the 
U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve System will announce a national 
recall on your FDC Notes and implement the new CBDC [Cashless 
Economy].  What this means is that the government can control your 
spending.  After July 26th, 2023, NO ONE WILL BE ABLE TO OPT OUT 
OF THE NEW CENTRAL BANK DIGITAL CURRENCY.   
 
 
How do I know all this and how do I know it to be true.  I receive many investment 
letters that pick investment opportunities.  My reason is not to get rich but rather to know 
what it is and who it is that is driving the markets in the U.S. and elsewhere, where 
potential exists to increase personal wealth.  It was from Porter Stansberry 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DeylwOOV9WA
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Investments that I learned that it was Larry Fink CEO of Blackrock and Michael 
Bloomberg of Bloomberg Media who are spearheading Prince Charles 
“Sustainable Development Goals” agenda inside the U.S.  It was then simply a 
matter of investigation of how they were influencing (extorting) American companies to 
comply with the “Great Resetter” himself, Prince Charles aka The Antichrist of 
Revelation 13!   Their strategy is to use control of the lending of credit to force 
compliance to the Antichrist Plan.  They sent out letters to all corporations and stated 
that they would have to comply with Prince Charles “Sustainable Development” Goals 
or prepare to go out of business.  In simple terms, “play ball or don’t expect any bank to 
advance credit or money to fund whatever a company needs to stay in business! 
 
The Biden administration quietly authorized an Executive Order launching a study into 
the CBDC on March 9th of 2022, a sign of what was on the horizon for U.S. citizens.   
The rise in digital assets creates an opportunity to reinforce American leadership in the 
global financial system and at the technological frontier, but also has substantial 
implications for consumer protection, financial stability, national security, and climate 
risk. The United States must maintain technological leadership in this rapidly growing 
space, supporting innovation while mitigating the risks for consumers, businesses, the 
broader financial system, and the climate. And, it must play a leading role in 
international engagement and global governance of digital assets consistent with 
democratic values and U.S. global competitiveness.  It was precipitated by the U.S. 
support of the Ukrainian government.  Their (U.S.) own words are a confession of their 
objective! 
 
When the Biden administration placed sanctions on Russia, it froze $858-billion of 
Russian assets in U.S. dollars held in Russian bank accounts around the world, denying 
Russia the ability to do any business world-wide and prevent Russia to spend their U.S. 
dollars for international business.   This then led to what now is going to lead the world 
into the “cashless economy” referred to in the Bible.  I am not going to go into all of the 
finer details other than to say, when you control people’s money you can control their 
every aspect of their life! 
 
That is why President Biden signed an Executive Order outlining the first ever, whole-of-
government approach to addressing the risks and harnessing the potential benefits of 
digital assets and their underlying technology. The Order lays out a national policy for 
digital assets across six key priorities: consumer and investor protection; financial 
stability; illicit finance; U.S. leadership in the global financial system and economic 
competitiveness; financial inclusion; and responsible innovation.    
 

The Federal Reserve defines CBDCs as “a digital form of central bank money that is 
widely available to the general public.” A key difference from current forms of digital 
cash in a bank account or payment app is that the money would be a liability of the Fed 
and not commercial banks — hence the “central bank money.” This means it would be 
an actual U.S. dollar in digital form, not an investment in a cryptocurrency or a holding in 
your PayPal account.  The down side to CBDCs is many and most of you do not 
understand how you are being fleeced of all your wealth once the announcement is 
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made on July 26th, 2023 at 2 PM!  CBDCs are built upon what is known as block chain 
technology.  It will leave no one out of the system and your cell phone will function 
initially as your interface contact before it becomes fully integrated with your personal ID 
“QR” Code which is basically the “Mark” of the Beast System.  Your cell phone app is 
only one step removed before transitioning to your right hand or forehead!  It relies on 
what is known as ‘Near Field Communications’.  Many are already using it with your cell 
phone to buy items at gas stations or convenience stores!  And they never knew they 
were being lured into the “Mark” of the Beast System of Revelation 13!  This is the “bait” 
part of the “bait and switch” that follows in the shadows! 
 
My source of this information for the Federal Reserve’s announcement date of July 26th 
at 2 PM comes from another business investment letter, the ‘Palm Beach Letter’.   From 
my information source, I know how to make millions with a small investment.  This 
information is infinitely more valuable to me in warning folks about the Greatest Reset 
the world will ever experience.  You do not want to become a victim of Hosea 4:6 ~ “My 
people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected 
knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou 
hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy children.”  
 
In some respects, a digital dollar would be similar to our existing printed currency. The 
Federal Reserve would continue to set policies and interest rates tied to the currency, 
and people would be able to pay vendors with their existing bank accounts and credit 
and debit cards. 
 
There are, however, substantial differences. For starters, a digital dollar would, by 
definition, not exist in print form. Once the transition to a digital dollar is complete, you 
wouldn't be able to go to the bank or an ATM and get physical cash out of an account 
that contains your digital currency. 
 
More importantly, a digital currency would likely be designed in a way that would give 
government and/or the Federal Reserve substantial control over its use and supply. The 
Federal Reserve could, for example, simply create more digital dollars with a push of a 
button and distribute them at the drop of a hat. Similarly, it could just as easily take 
digital dollars away from banks through a variety of monetary tools.  Historically, 
governments steal from the public through taxes and inflation.  This has been going on 
for thousands of years.  Recall, it was Jesus who upset the money changers tables at 
the Temple to steal from the masses.  In Matthew 21 and Mark 11 where we learn that 
Jesus showed righteous indignation with the money changers by upsetting their tables 
of exchange.  The tax collectors shaved the metal of the coins and shekels as a mean 
to steal for themselves from the worshippers.  
 
In 1933 President Franklin Roosevelt signed Executive Order 6102 requiring Americans 
to turn in their gold or be fined and sent to jail.  The government paid $20..67 per Troy 
ounce, but then later turned around and re-valued gold at $35 an ounce.  The theft by 
the government cost citizens turning in their gold lost 40% of their assets.  On January 
30, 1934 -- The Gold Reserve Act of January 30, 1934 required that all gold and gold 
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certificates held by the Federal Reserve be surrendered and vested in the sole title of 
the United States Department of the Treasury and they changed the value of the dollar 
in gold from $20.67 to $35 per ounce.  Could this happen later once the CBDC “Digital 
Dollar” is in use?  My dear friends, you can bet on it to happen! 
 
Digital dollars could easily be tracked by banks, federal agencies and the Federal 
Reserve. They could also be programmed to control the kinds of things people can buy, 
how much could be purchased at a single time or any number of other variables. 
 
In short, the development of a digital currency could present the most dramatic 
expansion of federal power in history, depending on its design.  The development of a 
digital currency should worry Americans everywhere, regardless of their ideological and 
political views. Once a digital currency is in place, government and/or Federal Reserve 
officials would have more power than ever to control, track and coerce individuals and 
U.S. businesses—likely without needing new laws approved by Congress.  “And that 
no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or 
the number of his name.”  -(Revelation 13:17).   
 
This past week the Oracle of Omaha, Warren Buffet made another huge donation to the 
Gates Foundation.  Buffett teamed up with Bill Gates and Gates’ ex-wife Melinda 
French Gates to create the ‘Giving Pledge’ and vowed to donate nearly all of his fortune 
to charity.  Buffet owns Dairy Queen and the BNSF Railroad.  There are 5,700 Dairy 
Queen locations across the nation, not to mention some 27 countries as well.   
 
The BNSF Railroad operates 32,500 miles of railroad in 28 states with three 
transcontinental lines that virtually reach the entire country.  His employees on the 
BNSF hold different views about the Oracle of Omaha, and I will not share their views 
but late last year Senator Bernie Sanders called out the Oracle of Omaha over BNSF 
Railway, which made a record $6 billion profit last year.  U.S. rail workers were 
threatening to strike over a lack of paid sick leave and onerous scheduling.  "In one day, 
Mr. Buffett made twice as much money as it would cost to guarantee 15 paid sick days 
a year to every rail worker in America," the Vermont senator said. "The greed of the rail 
industry must end." 
 
Who are the lucky recipients of Buffett’s latest largesse? 
 

 The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation got $3.5 billion worth of Berkshire 
Hathaway shares.  

 The Susan Thompson Buffett Foundation, founded by his late wife, got $350 
million worth. 

 The foundations of his three children pocketed $250 million apiece.  
 Certainly not his employees on the BNSF Railroad. 

 
Buffet’s not done yet. He has billions more stowed in five foundations and he has his 
15% stake in Berkshire Hathaway, one of the world’s most valuable companies.  
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"My will provides that more than 99% of my estate is destined for philanthropic usage," 
Buffett said. 
 
Forbes estimates Buffett’s total donations could eventually exceed $160 billion. 
 
The facts really show this philanthropy is simply keeping the family in funds to promote 
and push their Eugenics agenda.  They share a common view that there are too many 
of us.  Their billions are used to buy support, in the way of votes at all levels of 
government to bring about the agenda of Prince Charles and his “Sustainable 
Development”, which when placed under the microscope is a “Depopulation” goal 
through starvation and a Net-Zero Carbon footprint scam.  Every time you visit a Dairy 
Queen for ice cream you pay a premium for the brand name.  A Kentucky Dairy Queen 
medium dipped cone is $3.99 in Lebanon, KY, which is off the beaten path in rural 
Kentucky!  A medium milk shake is $3.89 and I might add it is only half the size of what 
it was in 2001!  A large milk shake is $4.59 but again it is only half the size of a shake 
back in 2001.  “DQ” follows the typical pattern today of paying more for less! 
 
You can call all this just a coincidence that this Dollar Recall will be announced on July 
26th portends of another catastrophe for the Jewish people; however, there is no word 
for coincidence in the Hebrew language.  The fact that this announcement will take 
place on the 9th of Av in my opinion is hugely significant.    
  
Given the 26 Jewish/Israeli tragedies associated with the 9th of Av it appears there was 
and still is a continued connection with this day and the ensuing tragedies that befallen 
Israel. Now, if we add on top of that the already HUGE list of prophetic events 
converging in our own day, it seems beyond random or coincidence that the Rapture 
itself is happening sooner, rather than later.  Statistical probabilities suggest the odds of 
such happenings are in the range of the impossible, actually are “off the chart”!  
 
We are coming up on the two-thousandth anniversary of the death, burial, and 
resurrection of Jesus Christ. This means that from the year 29 AD (earliest) through 33 
AD (the latest), plus two thousand years, would land us somewhere between 2029-
2033. I think that is the most widely accepted range of dates for Christ's first ministry 
upon the earth. 
 
The lunar/prophetic calendar as the history for the past two thousand years is well 
understood. 
 
From Adam to Abraham, was 2,000 years. 
 
From Abraham to Jesus Christ, was 2,000 years. 
 
From the start of the Church Age until now, is coming up on the 2,000-year mark. 
 
This equals roughly 6,000 years of human history. 
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God spread creation out over six days and rested on the seventh. God does not need 
rest, nor did He need six days to create the universe. God does not do arbitrary or 
random of anything.  God is the Master Mathematician and the Bible provides the 
evidence in such abundant ways that you have to be blind to not see it. 
 

 
 
If mankind's timeline follows the Creation Week model (a day for a thousand years) then 
we are coming up on the end of the sixth day. 
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We know the Rapture precedes the 70th Week of Daniel (aka...The Seven Year 
Tribulation) 
 
We believe there is a gap in time between the Rapture and the start of the 70th Week. 
 
We don't know how long that gap is, but it seems to be not more than 100 days. 
 
At a minimum, the Rapture happens seven years before the Second Coming.  
  
The only known date is the Abomination of Desolation, which occurs at the mid-point (or 
1,260 days or 42 months) into the 70th Week. 
 
All of the prophetic predictions regarding the end days are in play:  
 

 Israel back in her land -(Amos 9:14-15, Luke 21:24) 

 Israel in control of Jerusalem -(Zechariah 12:2) 

 The third Temple is ready to be built -(Daniel 9:27, Matthew 24:15, 2nd 
Thessalonians 2:3-4) 

 Technologies necessary to control all buying and selling now exist -(Revelation. 
13:16-18) 

 Geopolitical players are lining up as the Bible says they will -(Ezekiel 38) 

 Knowledge and travel greatly increasing -(Daniel 12:1-2) 

 The Church Age turning Laodicean -(Revelation 3:14-22) 

 Wickedness being normalized globally -(2nd Timothy 3) 

 Man caused birth pangs- Wars, rumors of wars, deception, love growing cold -
(Matthew 24) 

 Natural birth pangs- Earthquakes, famines, pestilences, etc.  -(Matthew 24) 

 Scoffers within Christendom abounding -(2nd Peter 3)  

 Greed and corruption abounding (James 5:1-6) 

 Spiritual blindness upon the Jewish people until the end -(Romans 11:25) 
 
 

 
So could the Rapture happen on the 9th of Av? 

It could and if it did, it would be a mighty powerful sign to the Jewish people when they 
begin to connect the dots about what just happened. It certainly brings 1st  
Thessalonians 4:13-5:9 into greater context and focus.    
  
That said, it could also happen tomorrow. We simply can't know definitively.  But what 
we know from the information in this Blessed Hope, and the one before it we can say 
our days here are getting short.  During my three years in West Germany during the 
“Cold War” Era, I kept a “short-timers” calendar in my uniform locker!  Every soldier kept 
a “short-timer” calendar to remind us how many days it would be before returning to the 
land of the Big PX!  If you served in the military overseas you will know the meaning of 
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that statement.  This old preacher’s “short-timer” calendar is focused on my estimate 
Rapture time frame on page 27! 
 
Praise God! 
  

 
 
Blessings in the Precious Name of Jesus Christ, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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